2(ee) Recommendation

Use information in accordance with Section 2(ee) of FIFRA

DUPONT™ EXIREL® INSECT CONTROL
EPA Reg. No. 352-859

FOR CONTROL OF GRASSHOPPERS IN LEAFY VEGETABLES (NON-BRASSICA) AND BRASSICA (COLE) LEAFY VEGETABLES IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

This recommendation is made as permitted under FIFRA Section 2(ee) and has not been submitted to or approved by EPA.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. For any requirements specific to your State or Tribe; consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. Do not apply this product in any way that will contact workers or other persons; either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area during application.

DuPont™ Exirel® insect control must be used only in accordance with directions on this bulletin or in separately published DuPont labeling.

DuPont™ EXIREL® Insect Control is recommended for the control of grasshoppers in leafy vegetables (non-brassica, EPA crop group 4) and brassica (cole) leafy vegetables (EPA crop group 5).

Apply EXIREL® at 13.5 to 20.5 fluid ounces per acre. Apply when grasshopper populations reach local established thresholds to prevent crop damage. Correct timing of spray applications to nymphal stages and thorough coverage is critical to achieve optimum control. For best results applications should be made when eggs have hatched and the majority of the grasshopper population is 2nd – 3rd instar nymphs. Once grasshoppers ingest EXIREL® there will be rapid feeding cessation; full expression of mortality may take a week or more. Use an adjuvant for improved coverage and control in brassica (cole) leafy vegetables and some leafy (non-brassica) vegetables. Do not use adjuvants in spinach. See use of adjuvants section in federal label.

Read and follow the protection of pollinators section of the federal label when using during bloom.

DuPont will not be responsible for losses or damages resulting from the use of this product in any manner not specifically instructed by DuPont. User assumes all risks associated with uses not specified by the label or DuPont 2(ee) instructions.

RESTRICTIONS
Do not make apply more than 0.4 lbs ai/A of CYAZYPYR® or cyantraniliprole containing products per year.

The minimum retreatment interval is 5 days.
The pre-harvest interval is 1 day.
The field re-entry interval is 12 hours.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
BEFORE BUYING OR USING DUPONT PRODUCT(S) COVERED BY THIS BULLETIN, READ THIS BULLETIN, AND THE LABELS FOR ALL PRODUCTS REFERENCED IN THIS BULLETIN, IN THEIR ENTIRETY. FOLLOW ALL APPLICABLE DIRECTIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS.

It is a violation of federal law to use this or any other pesticide product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. This bulletin contains supplemental instructions for use of the referenced DuPont product. Follow these instructions carefully. This bulletin should be in the possession of the user at the time of application.

Read the Limitation of Warranty and Liability on the Section 3 Federal product label before buying or using THIS product. If terms are not acceptable, return the unopened package at once to Seller for full refund of purchase price paid. Otherwise, use by Buyer or any other User constitutes acceptance of the terms of the Limitation of Warranty and Liability on the Section 3 Federal product label.

Copies of DuPont product labels are available by calling 1-888-6-DUPONT or at http://cropprotection.dupont.com/
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